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[Margreta de Grazia] argues that the ‘Shakespeare’ which we will study is the construction of the late eighteenth century and, above all, of the editorial labors of Malone. In other words, ‘our’ Shakespeare is (or at least was until recently) the contemporary of the French Revolution rather than of the Armada.¹

1 Peter Stallybrass’s summary of Margreta de Grazia’s Shakespeare Verbatim: The Reproduction of Authenticity and the 1790s Apparatus² encapsulates some of the problems one still encounters while working on Shakespeare’s contemporaries. To a large extent, and at least until recently, criticism of the Elizabethan sonnet, for instance, was still very much dependent on criteria of literary value that rose to prominence in the late 18th century and that had been firmly established by the early 20th century.³ But the rise of Shakespeare at the time of the French Revolution also echoes more specifically the reception of his works in France, not just in the 19th century, but also well into the 20th century. Despite the changes that occurred in the literary canon, I will argue, the criteria of literary appreciation have maintained a remarkable degree of consistency over more than the last two centuries.

2 In January 1758, the Literary Magazine published a table that compared several great English authors, and went so far as giving them marks out of twenty according to four criteria: genius, judgement, learning and versification.⁴ At the dawn of the Romantic Age, Shakespeare’s specific personal talent was already recognized (genius: 19; judgement: 14; learning: 14, versification: 19). Among the other Elizabethans who appear in the table, only two have written sonnet sequences: Spenser (genius: 18; judgement: 12; learning: 14,
versification: 18) and Drayton (genius: 10; judgement: 11; learning: 16, versification: 13). The marks attributed to each of these three poets reflect both the 18th-century canon and its remarkable stability until today. Among sonneteers, Spenser stands second to Shakespeare only, while Drayton belongs to the category of minor poets important enough to be mentioned. Drayton is a particularly interesting example in so far as he has received very little critical attention in France as compared to English-speaking countries. It is perhaps too easy and somewhat tautological to say that the study of major authors has been a cause for neglect of other, less well-known poets. The case of Drayton is, however, particularly interesting. He was a rather popular author in the late-Elizabethan and early-Jacobean eras, called for example “the English Ovid” by William Alexander, and Harold Bloom included him in his account of the western canon. Why is it, then, that despite frequent mentions in Anglo-Saxon criticism, Drayton, among other poets, has received little attention in France? And more generally, has the critical treatment of Shakespeare been an impediment to the study of other late-Elizabethan sonneteers in France?

Answering these questions exhaustively would require taking into account many more factors than one can hope to cover in a short article. My aim here is therefore merely to raise a few hypotheses about the French relative lack of interest for Elizabethan sonnets in the last fifty years or so. In particular, I wish to show how a cultural factor (i.e., a conception of literature that the reception of Shakespeare entailed and/or validated) intertwined with certain features of the French academic field that are only indirectly related to research strategies. To do so, it will first be necessary to try and situate the reception of Shakespeare’s works and the Elizabethan sonnet in a wider time-frame.

A few historical landmarks: the Romantic and post-Romantic reception of Shakespeare

It seems that the reception of Shakespeare’s works played a role in shaping the quasi-divine figure of the Romantic poet in France, where the “Bard” emerged not only as a great individuality, but also as a nearly god-like prophet. Already, in the last decades of the 18th century, Pierre Le Tourneur affirmed Shakespeare’s genius, which he related to his deep sensibility. Shakespeare, lacking education, allowed Nature to express itself through him, and was not constrained by any law. He was presented as a miracle that resuscitated the talent of the great Roman dramatists, and—another commonplace that subsequent admirers of Shakespeare would use—was equal, if not superior, to Euripides. Le Tourneur paved the way for the hyperbolic praise Victor Hugo and his son would lavish on Shakespeare a century later. François-Victor Hugo’s Les Sonnets de William Shakespeare, traduits pour la première fois en entier (1857) was, as the title indicates, the first complete translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets into French. The three parts of the introduction (“La Renaissance dans Shakespeare”, “L’homme dans Shakespeare”, “L’humanité dans Shakespeare”) betray a desire to show Shakespeare as the very incarnation, not only of his time, but also of mankind. According to Hugo, Shakespeare sought to maintain the original language of the English, as opposed to the members of Elizabeth’s court, who tried to sever themselves from the people through the use of the artificial euphuistic language. Shakespeare is therefore opposing the Renaissance itself, which Hugo terms a “classical counter-revolution” (“la contre-révolution classique”). In that sense, Shakespeare is not just presented as a literary revolutionary: Hugo implies
that his writing has political significance, giving back to the people the gist of their Saxon identity in the face of the political power that tries to efface the inheritance of the Middle-Ages,\textsuperscript{13} using the people’s \textit{bon sens} against the conventional and artificial expression of the court.\textsuperscript{14} Victor Hugo insists even more than his son on Shakespeare’s relationship to an untamed, wild Nature, for example by calling him an ocean-like man (“\textit{un homme océan}”)\textsuperscript{15} described in terms of the aesthetic category of the Sublime.\textsuperscript{16} What’s more, the words Victor Hugo uses to depict Shakespeare’s “rebellion” show it is more than just literary.\textsuperscript{17} To him, the dramatist takes political significance as well, an incarnation of Hugo’s ideals\textsuperscript{18} and, according to Richard Wilson, of the Parisian reception of Shakespeare’s drama at the time.\textsuperscript{19} Shakespeare cannot be contained by rules and conventions and his reach encompases the totality of dramatic experience, that is, the depth of human interiority.\textsuperscript{20}

The hyperbolic praise that Hugo father and son heap on Shakespeare relies on a theory of literary creation: great literature is the expression of Nature; it comes out of the depth of human interiority to reach a quasi-divine dimension; a great work of literature can express the essence of a people or at least be a factor of social unity. This Romantic theory of literary creation entails a definition of what bad literature—or poetry—can be: artificial, superficial, mundane, conventional and socially divisive. It is striking that these negative criteria of bad poetry are precisely what Sidney Lee, for instance, saw in the Elizabethan sonnet in general, in Shakespeare’s sonnets in particular.\textsuperscript{21} To a large extent, the Romantic criteria of literary greatness were here to stay and were consistent with the evolutions of the canon in English-speaking countries.

In his introduction to his 1921 anthology of metaphysical poetry, Grierson stated the following:

> Over all the Elizabethan sonnets, in greater or less measure, hangs the suggestion of translation or imitation. Watson, Sidney, Daniel, Spenser, Drayton, Lodge, all of them, with rarer or more frequent touches of individuality, are pipers of Petrarch’s woes, sighing in the strain of Ronsard or more often of Desportes. Shakespeare, indeed, in his great sequence, and Drayton in at any rate one sonnet, sounded a deeper note, revealed a fuller sense of the complexities and contradictions of passionate devotion. But Donne’s treatment of love is entirely unconventional except when he chooses to daily half ironically with the convention of Petrarchian [sic] adoration.\textsuperscript{22}

To Grierson, poetry must have the following qualities: individuality, originality and depth, qualities that sound strikingly similar to those Victor Hugo put forward. The first few decades of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century were also those when, along with biographical investigation, another type of criticism, based on sources, themes and imagery, developed. In many ways, the Romantic criteria of literariness remained central in 20\textsuperscript{th} century criticism of the sonnets, which has to do with the fact that the critical tools still used to deal with the sonnets today were born in the Romantic period, as Christopher Warley has shown.\textsuperscript{23}

The Romantic and post-Romantic reception of Shakespeare’s works and of Elizabethan sonnets in France is therefore a factor to be taken into account. It can seem that the Hugos’ praise of Shakespeare was even more vibrant than that the “Bard” received on the other side of the Channel, and this is particularly true of the Sonnets, which were not always read enthusiastically in the British Isles in the 19\textsuperscript{th} century.\textsuperscript{24} But perhaps more importantly, there were common criteria of literariness that were established through the study of Shakespearean drama, and that could also define negatively what bad
literature was—the sonnets, and even sometimes Shakespeare’s Sonnets, being often used as instances of such bad literature.

It is not my purpose here to depict the changes in literary-criticism in the twentieth century. While the move away from biographical criticism allowed new considerations and renewed interest in Shakespeare’s Sonnets and in the Elizabethan sonnet sequences, it is rather the continuities between the above-described Romantic and Post-Romantic conception of Shakespeare and the French Reception of Shakespeare from the 1960s onwards that I want to stress.

French criticism of the Sonnets and the rise of Shakespearean studies in the 1960s and 1970s

The 1960s were a turning point in Shakespearean studies in France, as Jean-Marie Maguin underlines. Until then, a PhD dissertation (or rather the Thèse d’État, which could hardly be completed in less than ten years) had to focus on one author’s life and works. The rise in the number of students, and, consequently, of university professors, and the advent of structuralism, among other factors, made it easier to suggest innovative topics for doctoral studies, and especially thematic approaches. As Maguin makes clear, it also liberated aspiring PhD students interested in literature and allowed them to work on Shakespeare—something that had been just about unthinkable when the focus of most studies had to be on an author’s life and works. This is also the moment when Henri Fluchère, a major scholar from the previous generation, published his Shakespeare, dramaturge élisabéthain. In the first few pages of his work, he laments the fact that Shakespeare has become a myth (“On en fait un drapeau, un symbole, presque un mythe”) and the idea of a Romantic Shakespeare, who was not only exceptional in the way he created memorable characters, but who also was the lyric poet par excellence as well as a great philosopher. He finds the notion of a Romantic Shakespeare meaningless, and sees drama as an expression of the society it is born in. I want to contend here that even if Fluchère tried to distance himself from a Romantic understanding of Shakespeare in his founding work of French Shakespearean criticism, several aspects of the Romantic and post-Romantic approach to Shakespeare remained in his works as well as those of his followers.

A few years after the publication of Fluchère’s work, in 1970, Jean Fuzier published what is perhaps the first major French work of literary criticism on Shakespeare’s Sonnets. Fuzier’s acquaintance with the recent Anglo-Saxon criticism appears quite distinctly in the course of his analysis, and a very thorough knowledge of the Sonnets makes this book a very valuable introduction to Shakespeare’s sequence. With hindsight, however, and despite the mention in Fuzier’s bibliography of major works of New Criticism, his analyses largely rely on the idea that the Sonnets are loosely narrative and biographical. Even if this is less straightforward than in earlier criticism, it is still Shakespeare the man that is at the centre of his analyses, and Fuzier repeats that what differentiates Shakespeare’s quatorzains from those of his contemporaries is their sincerity. For him, only Spenser’s Amoretti and Sidney’s Astrophil and Stella escape the accusation of artificiality, as they are autobiographical. Significantly, he quotes Sidney Lee in his introduction: the other sonneteers are “mere wallowers in the bog that lie at the foot of the poetic mountain”. Lee’s categories remain prevalent here, and Shakespeare’s
Sonnets are superior in so far as they escape any conventionality, even if Shakespeare sometimes resorts to conventions: his sources are then subjected to a “transmutation”. Fuzier’s essay is not to be opposed to Fluchère’s. As a whole, the latter’s analyses waver between the rejection of a Romantic perspective and phrasings that are reminiscent of Romantic categories. Shakespeare, for instance, is an “extraordinary, weird and distempered genius that does not fit in our norms, upsets our Cartesian minds and is sometimes repulsive to our taste” [génie déréglé, bizarre, hors du commun. Il échappe à notre norme, il choque notre esprit cartésien et révulse parfois notre goût]. Fluchère also replicates a more or less implicit hierarchy of Shakespeare’s works that echoes, for instance, Hugo’s interest in Shakespeare as a “sublime” author of tragedies first and foremost. Even though Fluchère very cleverly and relevantly insists on the influence of Seneca—rather than Aeschylus—to reconceptualize violence and excess, his phrasings keep strong Romantic accents, and it is still the tragedies that dominate his study. He also insists on the shift from a formalistic and thematic appropriation of Seneca’s tragedies to a new sense of the tragic at the beginning of the 17th century that incorporates Seneca’s Stoicism as the only possible response to a decaying world.

Periodization and rupture: aspects of the production of the canon in France

As Fredric Jameson wrote, “all isolated or discrete cultural analysis always involves a buried or repressed theory of historical periodization”. In Fuzier’s work as well as in the production of subsequent critics, the focus on tragedy is associated with a specific periodization of Shakespeare’s works, in which the 1590s, the decade of artificial and precious poetry, give way to the 1600s, the decade of the great tragedies, but also the time of the rise of a new type of poetry:

Poets are not content with weaving Petrarchan and Platonic themes into a learned or precious poetry anymore; on the contrary, they attempt to solve in a personal way the insoluble inner contradictions of the simplest concepts or feelings, drawing from a new experience grounded in the duality of the material and spiritual worlds. (Les poètes ne se contenteront plus de broder, sur des thèmes pétrarquéens et platoniciens, une poésie savante ou précieuse, mais ils vont s’appliquer à résoudre en termes personnels les contradictions insolubles que comportent les concepts ou les sentiments les plus simples, à la lumière de l’expérience nouvelle […] placée sous le signe de la dualité des mondes matériel et spirituel.)

Here, Fluchère is in keeping with the 20th-century redefinition of the poetic canon. In the wake of Grierson and T.S. Eliot, Robert Ellrodt had just introduced the metaphysical poets in France. The interest for metaphysical poetry in academia indirectly contributed to reinforcing the notion of a rupture between the Elizabethan and the Jacobean periods. John Donne was largely regarded as an early Jacobean, rather than late Elizabethan, poet. Despite Fluchère’s rejection of a ‘Romantic Shakespeare’, the Romantic theory of poetry was, to a certain extent, still there, especially in terms of what poetry should not be: artificial, that is, not natural (or ‘learned’ rather than deriving from experience) and precious (i.e., too formalistic and superficial); in other words, the categories that Fluchère attributes to Petrarchan poetry. Donne was seen as the poetic equivalent of what the late Shakespeare was for drama. It is probably this reconfiguration of the canon, which paralleled the evolution of the canon in English-speaking countries, along with the subsequent reinforcement of the idea of a historical rupture at the turn of the century,
which were most detrimental to the study of the Elizabethan sonnet in France. With the
new focus on Shakespeare and on 17th-century poetry, hardly any space was left for the
study of Petrarchan poets.

13 The production of books on Shakespeare in French in the subsequent decades was
informed by this context. For instance, the vast majority of the books on Shakespeare
(including translations) published since 1980 that are listed in SUDOC have to do with
the tragedies (and the majority with Hamlet). The narrative poems come last, and The
Sonnets just before them if one excludes translations. This is also reflected in the
scientific production of the last thirty years. On the website theses.fr, where one can find
the titles and summaries of the theses defended in France since 1985, it appears that
students have mostly focused their attention on Shakespeare’s tragedies; they have
worked on Shakespeare’s plays rather than on his poems (only two PhDs, one unfinished,
deal with The Sonnets). More generally, the late 16th- and early 17th-century works under
analysis are plays rather than poems, and 17th-century poets are preferred to 16th-century
poets. This is definitely not a favourable context for 16th-century poetry.

14 The periodization based on the shift from the Elizabethan to the Jacobean period, from
Petrarchan to metaphysical poetry, was justified by the division of Shakespeare’s
production between early Shakespeare and the late Shakespeare of the great tragedies.
This in turn implied an underlying (and maybe somewhat unconscious) teleology
according to which Shakespeare’s early plays paved the way for the achievements of the
great tragedies—a teleology which, applied to poetry, was seen in terms of “rebellion” of
the metaphysical poets against their predecessors.

15 It seems fair to insist on the 1960s and the 1970s in the sense that those decades were
obviously a defining moment for French academia. To understand the importance of
Shakespeare in that context, one has to take into consideration the development of what
was later called “French theory” and the role Shakespeare played in it. In his King of
Shadows, Richard Wilson argues that many authors of what came to be called “French
Theory” found in Shakespeare some inspiration that shaped the very fabric of their
thoughts. Significantly, many of these authors can be said to have been post-Marxist
theorists, and Wilson sees Marx and Engels’s Shakespeare as a Parisian Shakespeare:

[...although Marx and Engels were “deeply rooted in the German Shakespearean
tradition”, their Shakespeare enthusiasm was typically Parisian in two crucial
respects: they revered the plays not as high art but popular entertainment; and
they exalted the Bard not as a reactionary but as a revolutionary.]

Tracing the genealogy of French theory, Wilson contends that in France “Shakespeare
occupies an oppositional place as the man of the mob, in contrast to his establishment as a
man of the monarchy in the Anglo-Saxon world”. For him, “What these ‘French theorists’
all have in common, it seems, is a Bardolatry ironically at odds with the iconoclasm of
those Anglo-American critics who do apply ‘French theory’ to the Works”. Wilson draws
a surprising conclusion: Shakespeare, a revolutionary, or “a courier for underground
resistance” in Aragon’s poems, could also be recast into the universalised notion of
Shakespeare “always above politics”. Whether Shakespeare was politicized or
depoliticized, as a “man of the mob” he stood in sharp contrast to poets whose main
achievement was to write courtly poetry and could therefore be suspected of being
subjected to political powers. The image of Shakespeare as a “revolutionary” or
“Résistant” was likely to be inspiring to scholars who admired works by anthropologists
or historians from the Annales School, some of whom had been Résistants in World War II.
Finally, Shakespeare, as a figure of rebellion against authority much in keeping with its Romantic past, could also be disconnected from a strictly or explicitly political perspective to become a literary rebel rather than a political one—one that expressed, for instance, the essence of true poetry.

**How Shakespeare (over)took the agreg**

As a whole, therefore, it cannot be said that the canon in France veers away from what it is in the United Kingdom or the USA. What one could suppose is that Shakespeare’s place in the French canon might have something to do with a national narrative of revolution and rebellion—but this in itself would require a whole study, and is at least partly addressed by Wilson.  

The differences one might find are probably determined first and foremost by the structure of the French academic field. With fewer specialists of English Renaissance literature, the range of analysed literary works and genres could only be more limited in France than in English-speaking countries. One of the presumable side effects of this is to reduce the range of the canon and to reinforce the status of the most canonical works. In other words, fewer authors tend to receive critical treatment, which tends to favour those who are positioned at the top of the canon. This is also true of historical periods and of literary genres: with the trend for metaphysical poets and the strong degree of canonicity ascribed to Shakespeare’s tragedies, the 17th century is given more attention than the 16th century, and drama is regarded as more important than poetry. This can partly explain why an author like Drayton has not been studied in France until recently, while Anglo-Saxon criticism has irregularly, but repeatedly focused on his works. But there are other academic factors to be taken into consideration.

Academic curricula of English in French universities are devoted to training specialists of English language and culture. The students follow classes on literature, of course, but also on language, translation, linguistics and civilization (the latter dealing with history and social representations, to put things very roughly), so that only a few hours can be devoted to literature each week, during which time the students are encouraged to become acquainted with a field of literature whose chronological (from the Middle-ages to the contemporary period) and geographical (the United Kingdom, Ireland, the United States, and literature from the Commonwealth and former British colonies) ranges are immense. This aspect is still reinforced by certain pedagogical practices and by the modalities of student assessment: the French commentaire de texte and dissertation are highly formal exercises that imply a strong focus on specific texts. The commentaire de texte, in particular, has much in common with the techniques of new criticism and with French literary structuralism. As a consequence, it can be more relevant for academics to focus on a few authors and a few works in their teaching than on survey courses encouraging the students to read extensively. The focus on such exercises can be explained by the prominence of the concours, or competitive exams, in the French academic system.

The main professional outcome of studies of English in France has long been teaching in secondary education. To become secondary school teachers, French students need to take one of two competitive exams after their Licence: the CAPES (Certificat d’Aptitude au Professariat de l’Enseignement du Second degré) or the prestigious agrégation, in which, until a recent date, literature and civilization were assessed through dissertations and
Because of the highly selective nature of those exams and the formal complexity of both the dissertation and the commentaire de texte, it is in the academics’ best interest to tailor their teaching to the requirements of these exercises, and thus, for instance, to train their students to practice in-depth formal analyses of specific works. Moreover, although the agrégation is initially aimed at training secondary school teachers, it has become customary if not compulsory to be an agrégé to teach in higher education. The programme of the agrégation also shapes to an extent the research that is produced in the country, as it both mirrors the interests of the academics standing in the jury of the agrégation and stimulates the interest of would-be doctoral students for the chosen works and authors. The prestige of the agrégation and its central role also entail that its programme is a both a production and a rather reliable reflection of the canon at a given moment.

The programmes of the agrégation since 1946 tend to mirror the structure of the canon as I have described it above: many more dramatic than poetic works have been studied, the 17th century dominates, and 17th-century poetry has been on the programme more than twice as often as 16th-century poetry. The evolution of the agrégation must be taken into consideration: from 1946 to 1963, the programme was composed of twelve works of literature, a number which was reduced to ten in 1964, and to seven after the 1997 reform. The reduction of the total number of works logically corresponds to a restriction of the range of authors studied: from 1997 onwards, the only 16th- and 17th-century drama that was studied was Shakespeare’s. The poetry of the period that was on the program was either Shakespeare’s (Venus and Adonis, 1999) or that of the metaphysical poets (George Herbert, 1997, 1998; John Donne, 2002). Overall, if 1997 was a turning point, it could be argued that the limitation of the number of works under study only amplified what had been an ongoing tendency for years. Indeed, while from 1946 to the 1960s, a fairly similar amount of 16th- and 17th-century poets were on the program, things became much more unbalanced in the subsequent decades. From 1962 to 2015, 16th-century poetry was only studied three times (Shakespeare’s Sonnets, 1967 and 1981, Venus and Adonis, 1999). One reason for this exclusive focus on Shakespeare could have been the need for available and affordable editions of the works studied, which would definitely have been a problem for the study of Drayton’s poems, for instance. However, no such difficulty existed for Spenser (whose work was on the programme in 1948, 1953 and 1957) and Sidney (agrégation students had to study Astrophil and Stella in 1958). It seems therefore that the restriction of the range of authors studied, at least as far as poetry was concerned, as well as the quasi-exclusive focus on drama, happened precisely as young scholars felt finally free to work on Shakespeare’s theatre. The scant attention devoted to 16th-century poetry might therefore have been a side-effect of the feeling of liberation Jean-Marie Maguin describes in his article on the rise of French Shakespearean studies (see above).

Conventions as clichés, or Petrarch read through Shakespeare

What other conclusions can be inferred are more tentative. They must be understood as suggestions rather than statements. My hypothesis is that the knowledge French scholars have had of the Elizabethan sonnet (and especially of its Petrarchan dimension) and of the criticism written on it since the 1970s has been conditioned by this context, and has
often been mediated by sources that only dealt with the sonnets in an indirect way. It is
telling, for instance, that such an important work in the historiography of the
Elizabethan sonnet as Thomas P. Roche’s *Petrarch and the English sonnet Sequences* does
not appear in SUDOC. Given the circumstances, it seems logical that the Elizabethan
sonneteers should be known through Shakespeare’s plays, and in particular through texts
often analysed (including in the British and American traditions) as parodies and/or
criticisms of the Petrarchan tradition denouncing its *clichés*. This vision of these texts is
of course relevant, but it is also misleading and restrictive, as I have argued elsewhere.
Petrarchism was not just something to be mocked in the 1590s (something that in itself
testifies to its success); it was also a relatively new poetic mode to the English, and it was
central to the expression of love.

In that context, it is no wonder that little has been written on the Elizabethan sonnet in
France (with the notable exception of Shakespeare’s *Sonnets*, which, however, have been
more often translated than commented). The year 2005, however, saw significant
evolutions: the first French PhD on the Elizabethan sonneteers was defended, and the
*Société Française Shakespeare* chose to devote its annual conference to Shakespeare as a
Poet. In his foreword, Pierre Kapitaniak states that “the new century seems to usher in a
new dawn for poetry as a central component of Shakespearean studies”. The volume
contains, among other papers, an article by Christine Sukic about Shakespeare, but also
two other sonneteers: Samuel Daniel and Sir Philip Sidney. However, the introductory
lesson by Yves Bonnefoy, entitled “Quelques propositions quant aux sonnets de
Shakespeare”, passes harsh judgement on the sonneteers. The French poet (whose
underlying purpose is to define the essence of poetry rather than put Shakespeare’s
*Sonnets* in a historical perspective) describes the context in which Shakespeare wrote his
sonnets:

In literary circles, there is that vogue for sonnets, with all the mediocrity and
obvious superficiality it carries, in texts in which the brazen sonneteer indulges in
exclamations that are supposed to stand for a true and deep experience—
everywhere, there is that fake lyricism, which can only irritate those who know
what authentic poetry is. Those can only denounce that counterfeiting of true
lyricism.

(Bonnefoy’s statement reads as a negative exposition of Romantic and post-Romantic
criteria of literariness. The “superficiality” that he denounces contrasts with the notion
of depth (in Bonnefoy’s words, “true lyricism”) that was expressed by Le Tournier or
Hugo; poetry must arise from deep experience, that is, it must be sincere. The harsh
criticism that Bonnefoy levels at other sonneteers relies on categories that late 16th-
century poets did not necessarily have in mind, and his definition of lyricism is
historically much more relevant to works produced after the mid-18th century. As J.W.
Lever put it as early as 1956, “appreciation [of the Elizabethan sonneteers] still suffers
from the late-Romantic antipathy to form and convention, caused by the assumption that
poetry should provide emotional self-revelation”. This dimension of “emotional self-
revelation,” and maybe of sympathy between author-poet and reader is perhaps implicit
in Bonnefoy’s statement. The cultural importance of Bonnefoy’s translations of *The
Sonnets, and his connections with academia (exemplified in the above-quoted article) are indications that Romantic Shakespeare remains at least one major way in which the poet and dramatist is received in France.

Conclusion

23 The conclusion is obvious: Shakespeare is not to blame, but the criteria and methods that have been established to put forward his great works of literature might be. If Elizabethan sonneteers have hardly been studied in France until recently, it is probably due, among other factors, to the combination of the (probably unwilling) persistence of a Romantic and post-Romantic conception of literature on the one hand and the organisation of French academic life on the other. In those conditions, it is very tempting to use the Elizabethan Petrarchan sonnet as a foil against which Shakespeare's works can be set. The Romantic conception of literature—which in many ways has been a very useful one, since it has most probably played an important role in the French interest for Shakespeare—has sometimes led critics to mistake conventions, or rather commonplaces (a central feature of 16th-century poetics) for clichés, and to underestimate the complexity of the works of minor poets, in their desire to claim Shakespeare's subversive genius.

24 However, it is perhaps precisely because the sonnet sequences question these conceptions that they can be inspiring today: they incite us to re-think such dichotomies as sincerity vs. conventionality, unity vs. fragmentation, narrativity vs. seriality and repetition, etc. In the last twenty-five years, the way we understand the sonnet sequences has been renewed by British and American studies focusing on religion, gender or book history. Meanwhile, French scholars have been inclined to underline the need to study and publish other writers than Shakespeare, and these new perspectives will no doubt benefit the Elizabethan sonnets, but also our understanding of Elizabethan and Jacobean literature at large, including Shakespeare's great achievements.

NOTES


17. “Mais aussi ce Shakespeare ne respecte rien, il va devant lui, il essouffle qui veut le suivre ; il enjambe les convenances, il culbute Aristote ; il fait des dégâts dans le jésuitisme, dans le méthodisme, dans le purisme et le puritanisme ; il met Loyola en désordre et Wesley sens dessus dessous ; il est vaillant, hardi, entreprenant, militant, direct” (*Ibid.*, p. 182).

18. Hugo's idea that the poet must educate the people is part of his belief in progress and his socialist convictions. The role of the poet is to complete what began with the French revolution: the liberation of minds must follow the liberation of bodies. See p. 244-251, 266-273 and 308-309.

19. “Hugo's claim that 'Shakespeare must be translated' because 'Socialism aims at the elevation of the masses'—the 'vast mournful heap of suffering' for which the Bard speaks as he looks down at the poor 'in depths of the shadows'—drew upon the specifically Parisian response to the plays as the people's voice” (Richard Wilson, *Shakespeare in French Theory: king of shadows*, Abingdon, Routledge, 2007, p. 45).


24. In 1803, Wordsworth said the sonnets to the dark lady “[were] worse than a puzzle-peg. They are abominably harsh, obscure, and worthless”, while the others, which he recognized were “much better” and have “many fine lines”, had the following faults: “sameness, tediousness, quaintness, and elaborate obscurity”. See Peter Jones, ed., *Shakespeare: The Sonnets*, London, MacMillan, 1977, p. 41. In 1821, Hazlitt wrote that the sonnets were “overcharged and monotonous”, and, voicing his opinion of the whole sequence, added: “I can make neither head nor tail of it”. See *Table Talk. Or, Original Essays*, London, John Warren, Old Bond Street, 1821, volume II, Essay II “On Milton’s Sonnets” (https://ebooks.adelaide.edu.au/h/hazlitt/william/table-talk/v2.2.html, last accessed 23 March 2015). In 1875, Edward Dowden stated that “The Shakspere [sic] whom we discern in the sonnets had certainly not attained the broad mastery of life which the Stratford bust asserts to have been Shakspere’s in his closing years” (*Shakspere: a critical study of his mind and art*, New York and London, Harper & brothers publishers, 1881 [1872], p.353).
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This paper attempts to uncover some of the reasons why the Elizabethan sonnet sequences have received little critical attention in France. It quickly appears that such neglect might be attributed to the continuing centrality of the Romantic construction of Shakespeare as a sublime figure that embodies Nature and as a “man of the mob” (Richard Wilson). Such a conception has been detrimental to the study of the Elizabethan sonneteers, who have often been seen as poetasters slavishly responding to the requests of powerful patrons by producing artificial, derivative and conventional poems. They have also suffered from the consequences of a more or less implicit periodization which values the culture of the early 17th century over that of the late 16th century. Such conceptions have weighed on the formation of the canon in a research field comprising comparatively few academics in France, restricting the range of authors studied and making Shakespeare’s aura even brighter. Other factors, such as the centrality of the competitive exams (CAPES, agrégation) and the format of traditional pedagogical exercises might have played an indirect role as well. A renewal of interest in Elizabethan poetry seems to have occurred in French academia since the mid-2000s notwithstanding.
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